
 

 
 

 

Fully furnished Unit starts at QAR 3300 

Ezdan Village 28 in Wukair wholly revamped 

 

December 2018, Doha  

As part of ”Ezdan Real Estate Development and Renovation Program”- launched two years earlier- Ezdan Real 

Estate, which manages Ezdan Holding Group's properties, has completed developing Ezdan Village 28 in al-

Wukair which comprises 606 housing units. The village features a suitable compound for families and 

individuals thanks to integrated services, facilities and different-size units. 

The company has carried out a series of renovations, which included painting the buildings, fences, gates and 

doors, in addition to providing the residential units with new and modern furniture, bedding and electric 



 

 
 

appliances. Rehabilitation of the buildings included also the floors and installing new kitchen cabinets. The 

overhauling works also extended to repairing the external parking canopies and the pavements of the public 

site. The main entrance was repaired and additional lightening poles were installed as well.  

It is noteworthy; Ezdan also refurbished the facilities, including playground area and the 350-square-meter 

swimming pool. The main stadium and the gymnasium have been equipped with modern sports equipment. 

The external structure of the supermarket, mosque, club and nursery have been painted as well. 

Ezdan Real Estate has been renovating its villages and compounds spreading in Doha, Al Wakra and Al Wakir 

according to a well-timed scheme to enhance its service to customers and ensure Ezdan’s prominence in real 

estate market. It is progressing in renovating other villages in Al-Wukair, where revamp completion will be 

revealed in the forthcoming period. Last year, the company managed to fully renovate three residential 

buildings in Ras Abo Abboud, Doha. The price of a housing unit at Ezdan Village 28 starts at QAR 3300. 

Ezdan Holding Group owns around 34,000 mixed-use real estate units in Doha, Al Wakra and Al Wukair. The 

group is currently gearing up to launch the second phase of the Ezdan Oasis in Al Wukair. It consists of more 

than 9,500 residential and commercial units. It features a fully integrated city in Al Wukair zone. 


